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There are approximately 16,000 public school districts within the United States.
These districts serve a combined total pupil population of48,947,000 students (U.S.
Department ofEducation, 1996). Although African-American students comprise 16.1
percent ofthis population, only one percent ofthe superintendents at the helm ofthese
school districts is African American (National Alliance ofBlack School Educators, 1995).
A historical view ofthe superintendency ofpublic school districts in the United
States reveals that traditionally only a few African Americans have occupied this position.
Scott (1980) asserted that although African Americans served in superintendencies before
the late sixties, the education profession was either unaware of or ignored their existence
prior to this period. Further, Scott (1980) revealed that The American Association of
School Administrators (AASA), the nation's largest and most influential organization of
superintendents and upper-echelon school administrators, does not collect or disseminate
the names and locations ofBlack superintendents. The only organization with such a list
is the National Alliance ofBlack School Educators (NABSE).
Prior to 1960, African-American superintendents held posts in extremely small and
predominantly African-American school districts. According to Scott (1980), NABSE
identified four African Americans as the forerunners of current African-American
superintendents: Lillard Ashley in Boley, Oklahoma in 1956; Lorenzo Smith in Hopkins
Park, Illinois in 1956; E. W. Warrior in Taft, Oklahoma in 1958; and Arthur Shropshire in
Kinloch, Missouri in 1963. In many southern cities, where separate schools were provided
for African-American students and White students, often two superintendents were
appointed, a White to head the White schools, and an African American to head the
African-American schools.
Changes in population trends and the movement of African Americans from rural
to urban cities caused a change in the school population as well as a change from an
agrarian nation to one undergirded by technology and science. The changes in population
trends during this period also brought about changes in school administration.
Moody (1971) contended that as an outgrowth of the struggle for desegregation,
African-American superintendents began to emerge in large urban systems during the late
1960's. Ersel Watson, who was appointed superintendent in Trenton, New Jersey in
1969, was also the first African American appointed in July, 1970 to the Oakland,
California superintendence Subsequently, other African-American superintendents were
appointed across the nation. Hugh Scott became superintendent ofthe Washington, DC.
School System in 1970. In 1971, Roland Patterson assumed the superintendency ofthe
Baltimore, Maryland School System, the largest in the state. In 1973, Alonzo Crim left a
superintendency in Compton, California for the same position in Atlanta, Georgia and
became the first African American to head an urban school district in a major southern city
(Scott, 1980).
Moody (1971) surveyed the 22,000 school districts in the United States and
identified twenty-three African-American superintendents, twenty-two ofwhom were
males. Hudson (1991) determined that of the more than 16,900 public school
superintendents in the United States in 1981, 13 were Black women, 60 were Black men,
162 were White women, and more than 16,000 were White men. Almost ten years later in
1990, Hudson (1991) contended that these numbers had remained relatively static (female
school superintendents represented slightly less than three percent of the total public
school superintendents and Black school superintendents represented only about one
percent of the total population). Moody (1993) concurred with Hudson (1991) when he
reported that although a total of 172 African-American superintendents could be found in
28 states, the District of Columbia, and the Virgin Islands, their representation in the total
population of U.S. superintendents was minuscule.
Sizemore (1986) viewed the emergence of African-American superintendents as
another stage in the long struggle for equity and excellence in public schools for African
Americans-equity which should have been ensured by the enactment of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964. Similarly, Hudson (1991) declared that the civil rights laws have not assured
equality in the hiring practices for educational administrators. Rather, Hudson (1991)
asserted that although Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 states essentially that equal
employment opportunities should be provided for all citizens regardless of race, creed,
gender, etc., Title VII has never really ensured equal employment opportunities for
everyone. Instead, Hudson (1991) contended, most jobs in the United States are acquired
through informal job contact channels. The comments of a successful school
administrator echoed Hudson's (1991) comments when he stated:
You don't get a job by filling out an application and sending in a
resume, because nobody believes paper. In a lot of situations, the candidate
is selected before the equal opportunity job announcement goes out. What is
evident is that it is a joint process, and the informal process is far more
important than the formal process (Hudson, 1991, 3).
Moody, an African American former public school superintendent, examined the
impact of informal job contact systems on Black school superintendents and concluded
that "a significant outcome ofthe informal communication network is that it doesn't allow
every person the same opportunity for success" (cited in Hudson, 1991). It is apparent
that the selection process for the superintendency has rested primarily on the practice of
informality, or as it may be commonly called, "the old boy network." This system has
traditionally excluded African Americans, women, and other minorities. Further, it has
provided a structure of preferential treatment to White males (Hudson, 1991).
Although the educational literature contains little information on the use of
informal job contacts among public school superintendents, this subject was examined as
early as 1931 in a study conducted by Bolton, Cole, and Jessup (cited in Hudson, 1991).
The study, which included a survey of 583 administrators, revealed that 40.5 percent of
the administrators had learned about their jobs through informal job channels.
Scott (1980), Hudson (1991), Sizemore (1986), and Carter, Glass and Hord
(1993) presented evidence to support the thesis that equal employment opportunity laws
have stopped short of ensuring equal access to jobs such as the superintendency.
Although employment discrimination has been outlawed in America, in selection for the
public school superintendency, "the old boy network" remains alive and well, forging a
seemingly impenetrable institution for African Americans, women, and other minorities.
Purpose of the Study
Substantial educational reform cannot be obtained until there is diversified
leadership. The fact that the superintendency remains a job that is reserved for White
males is incongruent with the intent of Title VII and the notion of educational reform with
equity. This study evolved as an effort to identify common characteristics which enhanced
selection ofAfrican Americans as public school superintendents. The study sought
specifically to examine key factors which contributed to the ascendancy to the
superintendency of African Americans serving in the nation's public schools from 1990-
1996. The study also sought to determine if informal job contacts played a significant role
in their attainment ofthe superintendency.
Background ofthe Problem
Sizemore (1986) declared that the superintendency as an urban phenomenon began
during the Slavery Period (1619-1865). Campbell, Cunningham, Nystrand, and Usdan
(cited in Sizemore, 1986) contended that in addition to management of school districts
becoming too demanding for boards of education made up of citizen volunteers, two
movements created the need for a superintendent of schools: the reorganization of school
districts and the growth of cities. Hudson (1991) more specifically stated that the position
of the superintendent originated in Buffalo, New York in 1837 when the Buffalo Common
Council appointed a superintendency of common schools. Establishment of the local
superintendency in non-urban areas did not occur until the twentieth century (Campbell,
et. al., cited in Sizemore, 1986). Following the appointment of superintendents, boards of
education developed the practice of sending their superintendents to other cities to obtain
first hand information about running a school district. This practice led to the
development of a close networking group and established a foundation for "the old boy
network." Hudson (1991) declared that the complexity of the superintendency requires
continuous professional development which is achieved through participation in meetings,
workshops, and conferences designed to improve skills and competencies needed for the
position. Currently, superintendents still find it necessary to attend meetings, workshops,
and seminars relating to special projects, funding, and upgrading managerial and
administrative skills. While such activities allow the superintendents to gain valuable
information, they also perpetuate the formation of informal contacts such as the "old boy
network."
There are many professions that have a propensity toward the informal job contact
system. The public school superintendency is similar. The network that was enacted
because ofjob directives by school boards further developed into personal friendships.
Scott (1980) contended that since the superintendency was primarily dominated by White
males, the informal job market excluded women and minorities. Superintendents (basically
White men) passed pertinent job information on to the members ofthe informal fraternity
and to their friends and favorites. According to Hudson (1991), this did not explain why
autonomous boards of education would hire these highly recommended individuals.
Hudson (1991) argued that the likelihood of White males to be placed on this
educational throne (the superintendency) was linked to the notion espoused by Donald
Leu, dean of San Jose State College in 1969: "Many (public school) boards want people
just like themselves." There have been others who have shared Leu's views. For
example, a 32-year study was done in Wisconsin (authors not cited by Hudson, 1991)
from 1940 to 1972 that revealed that selection and retention rules of the position of
superintendent discriminated against individuals who held attributes that were different
than those of the local school district. The study did not specifically address whether
boards hired according to race or gender, however, it recognized that over this period, the
only people hired were White males.
Data from the 1990 U.S. Census presented in Table 1, illustrates the population by
race of each state. The total U.S. population in 1990 is listed as 248 million including 199
million Whites (80%), and 30 million African Americans (10%).
Table 2 expands on the 1990 census data, identifying the largest populated cities in
states with an African-American population in excess of one million. Contrary to the data
presented in Tables 1 and 2, the number of African-American superintendents is not
representative ofthe African-American presence in the U.S.
Moody (1996) identified 215 African-American superintendents serving in school
districts throughout the United States. As illustrated in Figure 1, the number of African-
American superintendents across the United States does not mirror the African-American
presence in the country.
The literature on the superintendency reveals many inequities in the hiring patterns
for this position. Although this study acknowledged these inequities, it specifically
addressed the ascendancy patterns of African-American superintendents serving in the
United States during the 1990-1995 school years.
Statement of the Problem
Nationwide, the population of African-American local school superintendents is
very small, with some states having one or none at all. Although African Americans are
represented by twelve percent ofthe nation's population and thirty percent of the public
school student population (NEA, 1994), Hudson (1991) asserted that ninety-six percent of
the nation's superintendents are White males.
TABLE 1
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Similarly, the National Alliance ofBlack School Educators (1995), stated that only one
percent ofthe nation's superintendents are African Americans.
Hudson's 1991 study, "How Educators Get Top Jobs," revealed that the
superintendency was largely obtained by informal channels. Moody (1980) and Rose
(cited in Moody, 1980) declared that attainment ofthe superintendency depended to an
appreciable extent on the help and information an aspirant received from professional
contacts - the so-called "old boy network" or "occupational contact network." An
adverse outcome of such informal channels is that not every person is allowed the same
opportunity for success.
In accordance with Title VII, responsible officials, special interest groups,
minorities and women alike, advocate for equal hiring practices. In education, such efforts
are largely concentrated at the teacher and mid-management levels. The superintendence
which represents the pinnacle of elementary and secondary education, remains a job that is
primarily reserved for White males.
According to the National Education Association (1994), eighty-seven percent of
elementary and secondary teachers are women, while ninety-seven percent of their bosses
are males - predominantly White males. This absence of female and minority leaders at the
school level mirrors a similar absence at the superintendent's level. Additionally, it
indicates inequities focused along racial and gender lines since 96% of the superintendents
are White males, while 1% are African-American males, and 3% are White females
(NABSE, 1995). The presence of African-American females in the national
superintendency pool is so minuscule as to be perceived nonexistent (Hudson, 1991).
Sizemore (1986) amplified this perception when she identified only thirteen African-
American females ofthe approximately 17,000 superintendents.
Hudson (1991) noted disparities in the educational qualifications of African-
American and White males who served as superintendents. Ofthe African-American male
superintendents, 45% held doctoral degrees compared to 37.1% of the White male
superintendents. Of the White females who served as superintendents, 44.6% held
doctoral degrees and 33.4% of the African-American female superintendents had doctoral
degrees. For African Americans, real power and equity have not been achieved in the
educational arena. Their minuscule representation in the nation's public school






























































Figure 1. Identified Black Superintendents By State As of November 1992
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educational positions. There is a need to identify the factors which enhance selection
desirability.
The fact that the superintendency remains a job that is reserved for White males is
incongruent with the intent of Title VII and the notion of educational reform with equity.
Substantial educational reform cannot be accomplished until there is diversified leadership.
African Americans have been limited in their access to the superintendency
primarily because they are outsiders to the informal job contact systems (Scott, 1980;
Hudson, 1991). This study aimed not only to identify school districts across the United
States where African Americans have ascended to the superintendency, but also to identify
and examine the paths which led to the superintendency for this group. Specifically, the
study focused on the career ascendancy patterns of African-American superintendents
serving in the United States during the 1990-1995 school years.
Significance of the Study
The educational literature on the public school superintendency includes several
compilations of descriptive and largely unconnected model characteristics of persons who
obtain this position (Carter, Glass, and Hord, 1993). In contrast, the limited research on
African-American superintendents has not focused on any such characteristics.
This study confirmed the place of certain characteristics or attributes which are
essential to being placed in the selection pool for the superintendency. The study was
significant in that it examined the career ascendancy patterns of African-American
superintendents. By identifying the factors that led to the appointment of these African-
American superintendents, it was hoped that the personal and professional attributes
which increased selection desirability would be identified. Ultimately, this study
postulated assumptions that were significant to the promotion of African Americans to the
superintendency.
Although there are approximately 9,000,000 African-American students in public
schools throughout the United States, there are only 150 African-American
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superintendents (Digest of Educational Statistics, 1995; NABSE, 1995; Statistical Record
of Black America, 1995). This number represents only one percent of the 16,500
superintendents serving during the 1994-1995 school year. The nation is experiencing a
serious shortage of minority educational leaders at a time when minority student
enrollment is increasing dramatically.
From a psychological and sociological perspective, these data send a negative
message: there are not many African Americans qualified to be superintendent. It is
important that minority and non-minority students and adults see persons of color in
leadership positions in such an important arena as education. Minority youth especially,
however, need to see minorities in positions of leadership because minority leaders exhort
young people to do and be things they might not have imagined possible. Examining the
career paths of African Americans to the superintendency, therefore, becomes a significant
study.
The educational system, perhaps, has more contact and more impact on children
than any other single institution. The success of children within a school district depends,
in part, on the district leadership, or more specifically, the person at the helm~the
superintendent.
Harris (1990) stated that the present educational establishment reflects a value
system that emphasizes a rejection ofbehavioral and intellectual differences, values and
attitudes that do not conform to the so-called norm. These differences, according to
Harris (1990) are characteristic of African-American students whose backgrounds and
environments do not meet the norm, whose circumstances are not traditional, and require
a unique understanding.
Scott (1980) declared that the presence of African-American educators in
leadership positions is essential not only for improvements in the quality of life accorded
African Americans, but also for the implementation of a visible concept of public
education. The need for a substantial and immediate increase in the number of
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African-American superintendents is acute. Moreover, it is believed that the
superintendency embodies functions that can impact and empower African Americans
politically, socially, educationally, economically, and psychologically. Thus, the
ascendancy of African Americans to the superintendency should have an impact on the
educational attainment and ultimately, the living conditions of African-American students,
a constituency that ought to be considered in the selection processes.
Alonzo Crim, former superintendent of Atlanta Public Schools, made a powerful
statement that yet speaks to the gravity of the position of superintendent and the
surrounding problems:
Some people in Atlanta call me an optimist, they feel I ought to give up
because they feel the problems are too severe. What they cannot see or feel
is that the people down on Auburn Avenue are still hopeful. That is my edge
(Scott, 1980).
Crim's statement suggested that there were a myriad of problems facing his constituency
which was largely African American and poor, however, the hope of these less fortunate
ones, was largely dependent upon a committed leadership that understood their plight.
Equity of education and a real belief that all children can learn may be derived from
superintendents and leaders that are committed beyond the descriptions and duties ofthe
job. Harris (1990) addressed this thesis when he said:
If the view that the superintendency supports educational change to the
benefit of inner-city children is a revolutionary concept, then it is a
phenomenon that must gain energetic acceptance in many quarters. The
superintendent cannot afford to lend presence and substance to those
educators unwilling to keep fighting until the institutionalized mockery of the
talents and intelligence of, and reprocess for, inner-city children have fallen.
Why are more superintendents - Black and White - not committing
themselves to the guarantee of a fair deal for children of African-American
heritage? There is a lost connection between this absence of indignation to
foster true understanding ofthe importance of equity and the will to act to
create a kind oftraining ground that will prepare educators for acting to
assure real world equity for the inner-city child.
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Dilworth and Darling-Hammond (1995) declared that a culturally diverse and
culturally responsive learning community is necessary to reconcile the flagrant disparity in
academic achievement among students of varying backgrounds. Further, Dilworth (1995)
asserted that a quality education is key to upward mobility for African Americans. This
notion holds hope for the many African-American youngsters whose future will be
determined by the direction and quality of leadership that they receive. The impetus for
establishing a culturally diverse educational leadership lies finally, in the conviction that
excellence resides in the diversity of students, staff, and educational leaders. As the
nation's educational systems organize to deliver a better and more relevant education for
all students, the goal of having a culturally diverse leadership should be consonant with the
widely accepted concept of providing for individual differences.
Certainly, there is a place for African-American superintendents. This study
contended that the appointment of African Americans to the superintendency is important
in stimulating the upward mobility of African Americans. This study asserted that
African-Americans were underrepresented in the superintendency pool in the United
States during the 1990-1996 school years. It was of extreme significance that the study
identified avenues that dispelled the notion that the "old boy network" is the most feasible
and lucrative manner ofbeing selected to an office that is so acutely important.
Research Questions
The number ofAfrican-American superintendents is increasing, and as the number
increases, many questions remain unanswered. The questions which prompted the
research investigation and guided this study were as follows:
(1) What selected personal factors affect the ascendancy of African Americans
to the superintendency?
(2) What selected educational factors affect the ascendancy of African
Americans to the superintendency?
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(3) What selected career factors affect the ascendancy of African Americans to
the superintendency?
(4) What selected political factors affect the ascendancy of African Americans
to the superintendency?
(5) Does the composition of the board of education affect the ascendancy of
African Americans to the superintendency?
Summary
Prior to 1960, African Americans served as superintendents of smaller or rural
districts, but with the change in population trends, in the 1960's and 70's, many African
Americans became superintendents in urban cities. Moody (1993) revealed that although
African Americans maintain the superintendency at the district level by one percent
nationally, White males dominate this position by an imposing ninety-seven percent.
There is a uniqueness to the role of the African-American superintendent. Dobbs
(cited in Scott, 1980) contended that the African-American superintendent, more than his
counterparts of other backgrounds, is generally one of the highest-level, most visible
public officials. This means that the African-American superintendent serves as a role
model for the entire African-American community and is expected to play a much broader
leadership role in addressing the long-standing concerns of heretofore unrepresented
African American and poor people who have been least served by the schools.
Though there have been superintendents of African descent for decades, there are
few studies on the African-American superintendency. This study examined the career
ascendancy patterns of African-American superintendents serving in the United States
during the 1990-1996 school years. Its intent was to reveal specific personal and
professional characteristics which contribute to or enhance selection for the
superintendency. Additionally, it was hoped that the information gained from this study
would create theories and practices that could be shared with students and colleagues in
educational or administrative training settings.
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Throughout the study, reference was made to the "old boy network" or informal
job contacts. This system, which was haphazardly developed by boards of education
(unknowingly) as they directed their superintendents to study other school systems and
confer with other superintendents, is clearly a system that excludes African Americans,
women, and other minorities. Thus, such a system accounts for inequity in hiring practices
and is, consequently, a violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
A series of questions was presented in this chapter which served to drive the
direction of the study congruently with the stated problem. The following Chapter
reviews the body of literature. The questions and subsequent literature provide an
examination that creates theory and knowledge on the ascendancy patterns of African
Americans to the superintendency.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The problem ofthis study was to determine the influence, if any, of certain factors
on ascendancy to the superintendency for African Americans. In examining the
educational and career development of African-American superintendents, the review of
the literature focused on four areas: (1) the historical development ofthe
superintendency, (2) leadership skills and competencies, (3) career ascendancy patterns,
and (4) research data on African-American superintendents.
The Historical Development of the Superintendent
Konnert and Augenstein (1990) explained that the superintendency evolved in
America as a product of growth in public education. It was not a carefully orchestrated
and planned addition to education. Rather, the superintendent evolved from local
initiatives (Nolte, 1971). In the late eighteenth century, each state became involved in
education through the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution, and the states assumed
responsibility for the education of its citizenry. The legislatures passed laws permitting
public education and allocated small amounts of money to help communities with their
educational efforts.
The superintendency developed out of conflict, which arose from attempts by lay
citizens to exercise supervisory and administrative authority over the schools. The first
local superintendencies were established in large cities because of population increases.
Buffalo, New York, and Louisville, Kentucky were credited with creating the first
superintendent positions in 1837 (Dykes, 1965). Blumberg (1985) reported that New
York had a Superintendent ofCommon Schools as early as 1813. This historical data was
17
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utilized by Blumberg (1985) for the purpose of establishing the role of superintendent, as
well as making distinctions in the evolution of the position. Blumberg (1985) noted that,
during this period, rural superintendents and city superintendents had different functions
that were assigned to them by their boards of education.
County superintendents, according to Blumberg (1985) held positions where their
functions, in many aspects, resembled today's role expectations. They were responsible
for promoting sound education, improving the methods of instruction, evaluating the
character ofteachers, and promoting the interest of the schools in their charge. Until the
1870's, the superintendents were employed by school boards which controlled business
operations, and allowed the superintendents to control instructional functions. The first
superintendents had the responsibility of overseeing the school operations, as a result of
the failure of lay boards of education to effectively handle the day-to-day operations of the
school system (Dykes, 1965). The growing complexity of the school program forced
school boards to delegate more responsibilities to the superintendent which resulted in the
school board being a policy making body and the superintendent serving as the chief
executive officer (Konnert and Augenstein, 1990).
The early history ofthe superintendency points to role ambiguity. According to
Blumberg (1985), this position may be perceived as a "sloppy" office. He characterized it
in such a way because nothing of consequence is ever completed, and the role of the
superintendent is in a constant state of conflict. Further, the power of the office may be
great and minuscule, at the same time (Blumberg, 1985).
The superintendency is a position that is multi-faceted. According to Carter,
Glass, Thomas, and Hord (1993), the position has undergone three distinct phases of
growth over a hundred year span, and is currently entering into the fourth phase of
development. Although Glass (1993) recognized that teachers, principals and school
boards out number superintendents, he asserted that the ultimate successes or failures of a
school district rest on the desk ofthe superintendent. Public leadership roles are changing
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and the superintendency perhaps represents the most radical ofthese changes. Scott
(1980) asserted that individuals and groups operate in antagonism. According to Scott
(1980), most school superintendents deal largely with conflicting and confrontational
crisis. However, Dodson (cited in Carter, Glass, Thomas, and Hord, 1992) stated that
there is a positive side to conflict and confrontation:
Without conflict and tension, there is very little opportunity for growth. The
problem is to deal with the tensions so that they do not produce
overwhelming and paralyzing anxieties or erupt into destructive conflict, but
so these tensions restructure society in order that more people are served in a
better way. The average school person is not equipped to work with conflict
situations of this sort.
The superintendency is constantly exposed to public pressures for social change.
Society has largely recognized that American students are not keeping up with the rest of
the world. Thus, this general feeling has been accompanied by a demand for higher
expectations and increased student achievement.
Different segments of society have different expectations of the superintendency.
Blumberg (1985) stated that the office of the superintendent provides an amusing sense of
deja vu. He illustrated this point by referring to the words of a pioneering superintendent:
One ofour intelligent and prominent citizens was commenting on the
improvement of his daughter. On inquiry, it appeared that the father did not
even know what she studied, but referred me to his child for information.
She, to his utter amazement, gave a list ofthirteen different studies, which
she was then pursuing - and this child but twelve years old. This instance but
feebly illustrates that disgraceful, weak, and criminal neglect of admitted
duty, which disorders and impairs the mind of a child, for whose
advancement the parent toils unremittingly and spends unsparingly
(Blumberg, 1985, 11).
This superintendent's statement is likely to be echoed by teachers, principals, and
superintendents oftoday. Another superintendent wrote, more than a century ago, "There
is in the public mind an uncomfortable consciousness that the schools are not fulfilling
their office" (Blumberg, 1985). Misguided and unknowing parents is a factor that remains
the bane of education. Often the public reacts to inaccurate information. Yet, they do so
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with great commitment. Sometimes, they react with abusive behavior. Such are the issues
that we address today, in addition to the arduous tasks of closing schools and deciding
where to build schools.
Leadership Skills and Competencies
Konnert and Augenstein (1990) indicated that there is no specific skill that is best
suited or most useful for school superintendents, but that superintendents in the nineties
must use a combination of skills in order to implement school board policies. Hoy and
Miskel (1987) asserted that each superintendent is unique with respect to the combination
of skills and competencies needed to operate a school system. Further, Hoy and Miskel
(1987) contended that these skills and competencies determine how the superintendent
will behave as the chief executive officer and how others will react to the superintendent.
According to Konnert and Augenstein (1990), the skills and competencies that a
superintendent should possess can be subdivided into nineteen subgroups. These are:
leadership, communicating, decision making, strategic planning, goal setting, motivating,
risk taking, computer literacy, change agent, delegating, enabling, empowering,
organizational dynamics, group dynamics, resource management, public speaking, law,
stress management, and time management. Lombardo, Hutchison, and Pryor (1990)
concluded that the skills and competencies that a superintendent should possess are:
resourcefulness, doing whatever it takes, quick study, decisiveness, motivator, leading
subordinates, setting a developmental climate, confronting problem subordinates, team
orientation, hiring talented staff, building and mending relationships, compassion and
sensitivity, straightforwardness and composure, balance between personal life and work,
self awareness, putting people at ease, and acting with flexibility. Hoyle (1989) grouped
the skills required for the superintendency into three categories: human, technical, and
conceptual. There are many similarities among the lists, but for this study, the following
variables will be considered: leadership, decision making, empowerment, resourcefulness,
group/teach orientation, and motivator.
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Konnert and Augenstein (1990) stated that the superintendent should possess
leadership skills in which the vision of the school can be established and implemented.
They explained further that the superintendent must be a transformational leader and a
divergent thinker. Divergent thinking is the ability to act quickly when necessary and to
reach the decisions that will move the school system forward. Divergent thinking involves
not only decision making but strategic planning also. Lombardo, Hutchison, and Pryor
(1990) explained that leaders must be able to make good decisions. These researchers
(Konnert and Augenstein, 1990; and Lombardo, Hutchison, and Pryor, 1990) believed
that superintendents must be able to live with and practice risk taking.
Another competency or skill that the superintendent must possess is the ability to
motivate. Hoy and Miskel (1987) wrote that the school superintendent needs to be aware
of the importance of motivation within the school system. Motivation is comprised of the
complex forces which drive needs, tension states, or mechanisms that start and maintain
voluntary activity toward the achievement of goals (Konnert and Augenstein, 1990). A
good understanding of motivation is essential for explaining causes ofbehavior in schools
and directing behavior to achieve system goals. The superintendent must be able to
motivate other administrators, teachers, parents, students, and the community at large.
Empowerment is another competency that is essential for success as a
superintendent. Konnert and Augenstein (1990) defined empower as the means to give
power or share power with others. According to Hoy and Miskel (1987), the
superintendent must be willing to empower others so that they will be encouraged to get
involved in decision making. The superintendent represents the hub of the wheel with
spokes of empowerment connected to every aspect of the school program.
Lombardo, Hutchison, and Pryor (1990) explained that the superintendent must be
resourceful or have a combination of skills which enables one to work well with others,
define problems, think systematically, and establish autonomy. These skills enable the
superintendent to feel comfortable with ambiguity, to see organizations as systems, to
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know how to use systems to manage, and to find alternatives in solving problems. This
may be the single most important attribute for the superintendent since it involves a
combination of skills.
Team orientation implies the ability both to lead subordinates and to set a
developmental climate (Lombardo, Hutchison, and Pryor, 1990). The superintendent
must believe that there is a need to get others involved in determining the purposes of their
work and how the work can best be done. This skill promotes group work and a sense of
team spirit. It allows for the subordinates to feel ownership because information is shared,
and they are involved in the decision making process.
There are many important skills that the successful superintendent must have, and
while only a few were addressed in this discussion, others were implied. Abilities and
skills change as needs change; therefore, the superintendent must be able to adapt to
change.
Career Ascendancy Patterns
Carter, Glass, and Hord (1993) contended that prior to obtaining the
superintendency, individuals tend to go through a sequence of positions and experiences in
a logical and ordered progression of increasing responsibility and complexity. In 1989,
Burnham (cited in Carter, Glass and Hord, 1993) analyzed the career paths of 185
superintendents and concluded that the most conventional path followed by the largest
number of superintendents (28.6 percent) was to commence work as a teacher, move to
principal and then to superintendent. A modification of this progression included having a
central office position before assuming the rank of superintendent. Carter, Glass, and
Hord (1993) cited as a limitation of this study the fact that in many states, in order to
become a superintendent, the individual must have previously acquired several years of
administrative experience beyond the building level, i.e., a central office position.
Carlson (1972) described several superintendents as insiders or outsiders based on
the manner in which they ascended to the position, i.e., their career pattern. According to
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Carlson (1972), insiders move up through the districts in which they start their careers,
and outsiders come from other districts and may have worked for two or three school
districts before becoming superintendents. In a survey conducted by Carlson (1972), it
was determined that more than half of all superintendents moved within a single school
system from classroom teacher to an assistant principalship to a principalship to a central-
office role to the superintendent. These superintendents were from the immediate
geographical area and attended the state teachers' college in the immediate region of the
state, earned a master's degree in educational administration, and earned whatever
additional hours they needed to obtain certification for the superintendency in evening and
summer classes at the same institution. Carlson (1972) called this the insider career
pattern.
Carlson (1972) explained that the second track that leads to the superintendency is
called the outsider career pattern. These superintendents earned their master's degrees
within three to five years after starting to teach, and quickly sought administrative
positions in their current district or another district. After three or so years as principal,
they returned to graduate school full time to earn a doctorate in educational
administration. They spent one or two years in residency; their dissertation, most
frequently a questionnaire surveying current practices or correlating two measures, was
completed after they returned to the job. As they left graduate school, they diligently
sought a superintendency. These two general patterns do not account for all
superintendents, but Carlson (1972) asserted that the majority of the superintendents
follow one of these two career patterns.
Mertz and McNeely (1988) indicated that the way to the superintendent's office is
through the high school principalship, and the way to the high school principal's office is
through coaching. In an effort to examine the career paths of school superintendents in
Tennessee, the following questions resulted:
1) Is there a career path for superintendents?
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2) Do recent office-holders resemble long standing office holders in their
career profiles?
3) Do female superintendents follow the same career paths as male
superintendents?
Mertz and McNeely (1988) surveyed the 140 school superintendents in the state of
Tennessee. They reported that seventy-six ofthe applicants responded. Their findings
revealed that fifty-eight percent of the respondents were elected and forty-two percent
were appointed; nine superintendents were female and ninety-seven were male. The mean
age ofthe group was 48.9 years; however, the range was from 34-70 years. The
superintendents had taught an average of 8.5 years and ninety-two percent were born,
raised, and educated in Tennessee. Seventy-six percent were born in the county or a
contiguous ofwhich they were serving. Sixty-six percent of the respondents began their
careers as principals; however, the study revealed thirteen career ascendancy patterns.
The dominating pattern, forty-five percent, was teacher to principal to superintendent.
The pattern that ranked second was teacher to principal to central office to superintendent.
As a result ofthe study, Mertz and McNeely (1988) concluded that gender, rather
than any other characteristic, was the determining factor for obtaining the
superintendency. Additionally, Mertz and McNeely (1988) contended that coaching and
the high school principalship provides perceived experiences that are advantageous in the
selection process. Notably, sixty-two percent of the responding superintendents had
coached interscholastic activities. There were forty respondents who had not coached,
and nine of these were the female superintendents. The study further revealed that the
preferred ascendancy route for females is through election rather than appointment.
Finally, Mertz and McNeely (1988) noted that the Tennessee superintendents' study
suggested that there has been little change in the selection or election criteria for the
superintendency.
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Fuqua (cited in Carter, Glass, and Hord, 1993) asserted that academic
qualifications may enhance selection desirability for the superintendency. According to
Fuqua (cited in Carter, Glass, and Hord, 1993), holding higher degrees or doctorates
seems an important secondary factor for the superintendent position. Further, Fuqua
(cited in Carter, Glass, and Hord, 1993) declared, the specific doctoral program may be an
important aspect.
Craig (cited in Carter, Glass, and Hord, 1993) stated that age is another
consideration, in that the earlier that career goals are defined and an administrative career
initiated, the faster the likely rate ofupward mobility, and the greater the probability of
obtaining a superintendency in a large district. Career planning, then, seems to correlate
with attaining the superintendent position, as do other internal factors such as career
aspirations (Carter, Glass, and Hord, 1993).
Jackson (cited in Carter, Glass, and Hord, 1993) declared that while planning,
aspirations, and positioning enhanced opportunities for selection to the superintendency,
chance factors such as an unsolicited job offer seemed to be important to women aspiring
to the position. On the other hand, support and sponsorship from the "good old boys"
was seen as important to male aspirants (Fuqua, cited in Carter, Glass, and Hord, 1993).
Scott (1980) and Hudson (1991) stated that women, Blacks and Browns are the
major groups most discriminated against in recruitment and selection for the
superintendency. Further, Hudson (1991) contended that "the old boy network" and other
informal channels are largely closed to women and minority school superintendents and
that additional measures are needed if their numbers are to increase substantially. Aside
from data provided by Scott (1980) and Hudson (1991) on African Americans who have
ascended to the superintendency, not much literature exists on the career paths taken by
African Americans to the superintendency. Neither is there much available research which
describes why individuals decide to become superintendents, differences between those
who let the office seek them and those who consciously seek the office, the importance or
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lack of importance of graduate study and training, and differences in job satisfaction
between these two groups. There is even less qualitative research on how one becomes a
superintendent, particularly as relates to African Americans; therefore, this study focused
on the educational and career development of a specific group, the African-American
superintendent, where there is almost no research.
Research Data on African-American Superintendents
Sizemore (1986) reviewed the literature on African-American superintendents and
revealed eight research areas: (1) identification of Black superintendents; (2) conditions
and characteristics of school districts headed by Black superintendents; (3) problems and
characteristics ofBlack superintendents; (4) relations between Black superintendents and
school boards; (5) perceptions, attitudes, and opinions ofBlack superintendents on
various critical issues; (6) processes used to recruit, select, and place Black
superintendents; (7) roles and expectations of Black superintendents regarding
administrative, supervisory, instructional, curricular, and political process and policies; and
(8) job satisfaction of Black superintendents. The first study of African-American
superintendents in the United States was done by Charles D. Moody, Sr. in 1971 as a
doctoral dissertation (Moody, 1971). It is significant to note that the dissertation had no
Review of the Literature because no one had written anything about African-American
administrators above the level of urban high school principal. Moody (1971) identified
twenty-three African-American superintendents in eight states, the District of Columbia,
and the Virgin Islands. Ofthe twenty-three, twenty-two were male and one was female.
A second study by Moody (1980) identified 128 African-American superintendents, 101
males and 27 females. When a third study by Moody (1993) was completed, there were
15,367 school districts in the U.S., 177 of which had African Americans at the helm. Of
the 177 African-American superintendents, 138 were male and 39 were female. Moody
(1993) noted that although these superintendents served in twenty-eight states, the District
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of Columbia and the Virgin Islands, the majority served in districts with majority
non-white student enrollment.
Scott (1980) asserted that women, Blacks and Browns are the major groups
discriminated against when school boards select a superintendent. In 1974, women held
86 superintendences or approximately .5 percent; Blacks held 44 superintendences,
constituting about .25 percent; and the number ofBrown superintendents was not
available. In 1980, these figures had not changed much in that Blacks, women, and
Browns filled only one percent ofthe superintendent positions (Scott, 1980).
Scott (1980), Hudson (1991), and Moody (1993) concluded that African
Americans have been excluded from the superintendency because they have been excluded
from the networks where the informal job contacts, i.e., "the old boy network," are. The
National Alliance ofBlack School Educators, the only organization with a complete list of
black superintendents, is the only venue where networking for the superintendency occurs
for African Americans. These educators meet annually to network and to share theoretical
and technical information about the education of African-American children (Scott, 1980).
Scott (1980) declared that the African-American superintendent has had to
contend with the basic demands ofthe office while, most often, simultaneously contending
with a myriad ofcomplex societal and fiscal issues.
Scott (1980) mailed a questionnaire to 125 African-American superintendents, in
order to elicit responses to eighty-two premises covering a variety of issues that
specifically concern African-American educators. Among those issues were questions
regarding African-American superintendents as role models, the opportunities available to
them, and their effectiveness in the educational process. The wide variety of closely
related topics afforded the educators a substantial base by which to adequately respond.
Sixty-two African-American superintendents responded (49.6 percent). The
superintendents were at the helm of small and large systems, from all geographical areas,
with 65.8 percent of all the students served being African American (Scott, 1980). The
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respondents generally agreed that the superintendencies to which African Americans were
appointed, were difficult for maintaining position survival and professional reputation.
They also agreed that race played an important role in others' assessment of their expertise
and performance. In addition, there was almost total agreement among the respondents
that African-American culture and heritage were different from that of White Americans
and that African Americans must not allow theirs to be demeaned or minimized by the
dominant culture.
Scott (1980) concluded that African-American superintendents strongly believe in
the importance of a strong awareness and response to African-American culture and
heritage. They believe that it is crucial to take control of the educational destinies of
African-American children, in order to prevent low self-esteem arising from low
expectations of the dominant culture.
Overwhelmingly, the African-American superintendents agreed that it would be
detrimental to minority students to sacrifice professionalism in favor of Black
consciousness. It was believed that they were often deemed insensitive to minority
concerns, because they chose not to utilize extreme ethnically based reforms, selecting
instead, more traditional educational methods and systems. Finally, all respondents were
keenly aware that equity among school systems and educational opportunities is not a
reality, and that they must be willing and able to discard the negative status quo and effect
positive change (Scott, 1980).
Most urban school districts headed by an African-American superintendent, are
perceived to be inferior. Harris and Kendall (1988) confirmed this sentiment when they
stated:
Blacks are now serving as superintendents in over one hundred school districts
throughout the country. There are Black superintendents in big cities, such as
Oakland, Atlanta, Chicago, Baltimore, and Detroit, and in smaller areas, e.g., Perris,
California, Port Gibson, Mississippi, and Moscow, Arkansas. When Blacks are
appointed superintendents or even principals, we can generally make certain
assumptions about the nature of the district or school. We can generally assume that
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the district or school is in a perilous condition, plagued with low student
achievement, poor pupil discipline, bureaucratic inefficiency, and financial problems.
It is not so much that Blacks gained control of a district or school, but rather that
Whites have abandoned it. We generally become administrators of schools and
districts with a myriad of problems. Blacks inherit the "husk" of the educational
system.
According to Harris and Kendall (1988), the school must be willing to force
change, which will guarantee equity to all children. The superintendent must be the
positive change agent who will affirm, at all organizational levels, the conviction that all
children can learn, and deserve true educational equity. When inequities are proven to
exist, the superintendent must correct those inequities, at any cost (Harris and Kendall,
1988). The superintendent must act as a bridge builder, connecting all facets ofthe
community, for the express purpose of establishing equity for all children. As Harris and
Kendall (1988) stated:
It remains unacceptable that Black and minority leaders continue to accept
failure. It is essential that the effective superintendent live by the principles
that one must have confidence in and believe in all children, and one must
expect all children to learn. Further, superintendents must demand that each
staff member treat every child as though that child were his or her own, and
that child is expected to learn.
In addition to all ofthe concrete and perceived responsibilities of the
superintendent, the modern urban setting has tremendous impact upon the position.
According to Blumberg (1985), there are those who believe the office is obsolete and that
the wrong people are being trained. Paradoxically, Blumberg (1985) contended that the
position of superintendent is obsolete only for those individuals who cannot or will not
adapt to the changing needs of society and it's children. Further, Blumberg (1985)
asserted that it is time to clarify the position of superintendent.
Summary
The historical perspective ofthe superintendency indicates that the position is
more than a hundred and sixty years old and began in Buffalo, New York and Louisville,
Kentucky (Dykes, 1965). Dykes (1965) asserted that the position began as a result of lay
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citizens' inability to perform the day by day school system operations. Therefore, an
educational expert was hired and consequently the superintendency was established.
The office has been one of conflict since its start and it has, according to Blumberg
(1985), been perceived as a sloppy office. Further, Blumberg (1985) stated that the
position produces a sense of deja vu (an illusion of actually having experienced something
that is being experienced for the first time).
Hoy and Miskel (1987) and Konnert and Augenstein (1990) agreed that the
position requires several competencies and characteristics. These competencies can be
reduced to a role which characterizes an effective superintendent as a decisive, doing what
it takes, divergent thinker and transformational leader. Further, Konnert and Augenstein
(1990) asserted that a modern and essential skill of leadership is empowerment. The
superintendent must be willing to empower others and delegate the responsibility for
actions.
Sergiovanni (1990) profiled the superintendency as male, White and married.
Carlson (1972) stated that the superintendency holds two distinct ascendancy patterns,
insiders and outsiders. These two groups account for the ascendancy patterns of the
majority of superintendents.
Scott (1980) determined that ofthe 16,700 superintendents serving in the late
1970's, only .25 percent were African Americans. This acute absence of African
Americans in the superintendency, led Scott (1980) to conclude that women, Blacks and
Browns are the most discriminated against in consideration for the superintendency, for
together they represent only 1 percent of the superintendents' job market.
African-American superintendents usually hold their positions under extreme
circumstances. They contend with the normal rigors of the position as well as with the
myriad of societal and fiscal issues (Scott, 1980). Harris and Kendall (1988) described the
African-American superintendency in this manner, "it is not clear as to whether African
Americans ascend to the jobs (superintendent) or whether Whites abandon them."
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Through all ofthe challenges of the supenntendency, the literature suggests that
the office holders are still hopeful. Blumberg (1985) believed that the position is not
obsolete for those individuals who embrace and are willing to adopt to change. Harris and
Kendall (1988) saw hope for the superintendent who acts as a bridge builder, connecting
all facets of the community for the purpose of establishing equity for all children.
CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This study examined the career ascendancy patterns of African-American
superintendents serving in the United States between 1990 and 1996. The position of
superintendent was developed because of changes in population trends. Throughout the
nation as city populations increased and there was a move from one-room schools to
larger schools and school districts, lay persons and community leaders were not able to
manage the schools, and consequently, the position of superintendent evolved.
During the 1960's there was also an ethnic population change in this country.
African Americans moved away from farms in rural areas to urban cities. This change in
population caused changes in the schools. Schools were ordered to desegregate, and in
order to avoid sending their children to school with African Americans, Whites moved to
rural areas which created predominantly African-American urban school districts. School
boards began to appoint African-American superintendents to head these school districts.
There are more African-American superintendents today than ever before, but the
numbers are small when compared to Whites. Hudson (1991) stated that the Civil Rights
Law of 1964 has not adequately addressed the problem of equal access to jobs in
education. Further, Hudson (1991) contended, the real way that people get jobs in
education has not been properly tested. According to Hudson (1991), the informal "Old
Boy Network" is a major factor in ascendancy to the superintendency. Additionally,
Hudson (1991) asserted that this network remains largely closed to women and minorities,
therefore, this practice impedes accessibility to the superintendency for these groups.
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Moody (1980) declared that the position of superintendent is basically obtained by
the help and information an aspirant receives from professional contacts. Moody (1980)
and Hudson (1991) agreed that this contact constitutes the so-called "Old Boy Network."
As school districts seek superintendents, they have several issues to consider. The board
often uses consultants and other persons outside of the district. Nominations for the
superintendency are frequently made from outside resources. The persons making these
nominations are referred to as advisors, sponsors or consultants. If nominations are from
uncontracted sources, they are referred to as informal communication networks. Rose
(1969) concluded that sponsors are always involved in the selection process. School
boards solicit the reputation of an applicant on the state, regional and national levels. The
respect ofthe person in this arena tends to be significant additions to his/her credentials.
According to Moody (1980), about one third of African-American superintendents
were selected with the help of an encourager, while approximately two thirds ofthe White
superintendents were encouraged. Of the African-American superintendents who were
encouraged, sixty-one percent were encouraged by African-American encouragers and
thirty-nine percent were encouraged by White encouragers. In comparison, twenty-two
percent ofthe White superintendents who were encouraged were encouraged by African-
American encouragers and approximately seventy-eight percent were encouraged by
White encouragers.
It appears that there are tangible and intangible criteria involved in the selection of
a superintendent. The reasons for supporting a particular individual have been based on
the individual's: (1) compatibility with a school district; (2) competence; (3) varied
background and experience; (4) affiliations with various organizations; (5) integrity;
(6) ability to effect change; (7) mobility; (8) high career aspirations; and (9) educational
leadership aspiration. According to Moody (1980), the previously mentioned attributes
are factors that influence the ascendancy processes to the superintendency. Additionally,
Moody (1980) concluded that Whites were more frequently nominators for
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superintendents and White aspirants for the position were more frequently nominated.
Moody (1980) further determined that seventy-five percent ofthe nominated White
aspirants were nominated by a "famous" person. Hudson (1991) and Moody (1980)
agreed that this can be a significant factor in the superintendent's ascendancy patterns.
Carlson (1972) described two patterns that usually lead to the superintendency:
insiders and outsiders. African Americans for the most part follow the outsiders' pattern
because very few African Americans become superintendent in the same district in which
they started their careers. Insiders move up through the districts in which they start their
careers, and outsiders come from other districts and may have worked for two or three
school districts before becoming superintendent. Carlson (1992) contended that more
than half of all superintendents have moved within a single school system from classroom
teacher to an assistant principal to a principal to a central-office role to the
superintendent. Further, Carlson (1972) declared, these superintendents for the most part
are from the immediate geographical area and attended the state teachers' college in the
immediate region of the state, earned a master's degree in educational administration, and
earned whatever additional hours they needed to obtain certification for the
superintendency in evening and summer classes at the same institution. Carlson (1972)
called this the insider career pattern.
Carlson (1972) explained that the second track that leads to the superintendency is
called the outsider career pattern. These superintendents earned their master's degree
within three to five years after starting to teach, and quickly sought administrative
positions in their current district or another district. After three or so years as principal,
they returned to graduate school full time to earn a doctorate in educational
administration. They spent one or two years in residency; their dissertation, most
frequently a questionnaire surveying current practices or correlating two measures, was
completed after they returned to the job. As they left graduate school, they diligently
sought a superintendency.
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These two general patterns do not account for all superintendents, but according
to Carlson (1972), the majority of the superintendents follow one of these two career
patterns. There is little available research which describes why individuals decide to
become superintendents, differences between those who let the office seek them and those
who consciously seek the office, the importance or lack of importance of graduate study
and training, and differences in job satisfaction between these two groups.
Definitions
The following terms were defined in order to create a frame of reference for this
study.
1. Superintendent is a leader of a school system who is sometimes referred to
as the chief executive officer of that district (Konnert & Augenstein, 1990).
Sergiovanni et. al., (1987) wrote that the superintendent is an implementor
of policy established by the board of education. Fensch and Wilson (1964)
explained that the superintendent is responsible for overseeing and leading
the school system's operations. The superintendent is a leader of a school
system who is responsible for developing and implementing policy as well
as operating the school system.
2. African-American Superintendent is a superintendent of African descent
who is responsible for implementing policy and operating a school system
(Scott, 1980).
3. Networking is a means of communicating with other educators; informal
contacts that provide information about jobs and other educational
developments (Hudson, 1991).
4. Formal Job Contacts refers to when the job seeker uses the service of an
impersonal mediator between himself and prospective employers. By
impersonal is meant either the lack of personal contact (as in newspaper
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advertisement), or use of an individual who is specifically designated by
himself or others as an employment intermediary (Hudson, 1991).
5. Informal Job Contacts implies that there is some individual known
personally to the respondent, with who he originally became acquainted in
some context unrelated to a search for job information, from whom he has
found out about his new job, or who recommended him to someone who
then contacted him (Hudson, 1991).
6. Sponsor refers to anyone who promotes another person or otherwise acts
on his behalf.
7. Advisor is anyone who counsels or gives recommendations.
8. Consultant connotes a formal contract with a person for professional
advice and services.
9. Sponsored Mobility refers to the favoritism shown some candidates.
10. Contest Mobility occurs when every candidate has an equal chance to win
and when every candidate is judged on his/her own merits.
11. Encouragers provide support to candidates.
12. Civil Rights Act of 1964 is a law that was designed to assure equal access
to job opportunities.
13. Old Boy Network is an informal job contact system that is based on
friendship and perceptions; hiring practices that provide advantages.
14. Superintendents refers to superintendents who served from the 1990-1991
school year to the 1995-1996 school year.
Relationship Among Variables
One of the highest ranking school officials is the superintendent. The selection of a
superintendent is impacted by a number ofvariables such as political involvement, race,
gender, education, appropriate affiliations with selected organization and career
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preparation. Carlson (1972) also indicated that superintendents may follow one oftwo
patterns: insiders and outsiders.
This study focused on variables that determined the career ascendancy patterns of
African-American superintendents. There was one dependent variable, the career
ascendancy patterns of African-American superintendents and five independent variables:
(1) personal factors, (2) educational factors, (3) career factors, (4) political factors, and
(5) school board composition. The dependent variable was divided into two categories,
insiders and outsiders. Carlson (1972) defined insiders as those who are selected as
superintendents in districts in which they have worked; and outsiders as those who are
selected as superintendents who are not products ofthe school district which they head.
The independent variables were: (1) personal factors which included age, gender,
religious preference, education of parents, and occupation of parents; (2) educational
factors which included highest degree obtained, college/university of highest degree
obtained , and academic affiliation; (3) career factors which included administrative
experience, occupational resources, district demographics, professional affiliations, and
civic affiliation; (4) political factors which included political contacts, informal assistance,
and formal assistance; and (5) school board composition which included school board
relationships, composition of school board, and size of school board.
Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the independent variables and the
dependent variables.
Assumptions
According to Hudson (1991), ninety-seven percent of the nation's superintendents
are White males and only and only one percent is African American. The literature
reviewed for this study supported Hudson's (1991) contention and prompted the
following assumptions: (1) there are inequities in the practices involved in the selection
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Figure 2. Categorical Variables Describing the Ascendancy
Patterns of African Americans to the Superintendency
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processes, (3) the gates to the superintendency for African Americans, women and other
minorities remain narrow, and while the ascendancy pattern of African Americans,
minorities, women and Whites appear to be similar, there are intangible variables that
influence these ascendancy patterns.
Limitations
The research for this study was conducted via a questionnaire which was mailed to
African-American superintendents serving in the United States from 1990 to 1995. The
American Association of School Administrators did not maintain a list of African-
American superintendents, therefore, the mailing list for the questionnaire was compiled
solely from information provided by the National Alliance ofBlack School Educators
(NABSE) and Dr. Charles Moody, Sr. As a result, some African-American
superintendents serving from 1990 to 1995, who were not members ofNABSE, may not
have been included in the survey. This factor could have represented a limitation to the
study. Another area of concern was that the data obtained from the survey relied heavily
on the honesty of the respondents to the questionnaire.
Summary
A historical view ofthe superintendency reveals that the position originated as a
result ofthe development of American schools. School board members and lay persons
could not keep pace with the increasing demands of schooling. Thus, the superintendency
was created.
America's social development and population changes gave rise to the hiring of
African-American superintendents during the 1960's, especially in the urban centers. This
factor created a foundation for research. In fact, the theoretical framework ofthis study
emanated from two guiding questions: What type of superintendency jobs are available to
African Americans? and How do African Americans get these jobs?
This study examines the career ascendancy patterns of African-American
superintendents serving from 1990 to 1996 in the United States. Hudson's 1991 book
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"How Educators Get Top Jobs" was key in developing the theoretical framework for the
study.
The research study presented one dependent variable, the ascendancy patterns of
African-American superintendents, and five independent variables which were:
(1) personal factors, (2) educational factors, (3) career factors, (4) political factors, and
(5) school board composition. Both the dependent and independent variables were
subdivided as previously mentioned.
Scott (1980), Moody (1980) and Hudson (1991) agreed that the path to the
superintendency is similar for African Americans and Whites. However, Hudson (1991)
asserted that the factors that influence the selection of a superintendent do not represent
practices of equal access.
This study, therefore, assumed that the career ascendancy paths for African
Americans, women, and minorities are narrow and less achievable. While it was perceived
that the aforementioned groups ascended to the superintendency by the same paths as
Whites, it appeared that there were intangibles that influenced the selection process.
CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This study sought to determine the ascendancy patterns of African Americans who
served as superintendent between 1990 and 1996. As previously stated, several personal
characteristics and leadership domains appeared to influence the selection process for
superintendency. This study essentially asked a significant question, what career paths led
the applicant to the point of successfully achieving the superintendency?
Research Design
The research design selected for this study was correlational. According to Ary,
Jacobs, and Razarich (1990), correlational designs focus on assessing the conditions,
events, and situations that exist between two or more variables. In this study, the
relationship between personal factors, educational factors, career factors, political factors,
and school board composition and ascendancy to the superintendency were examined. A
questionnaire was the instrument used to gather data for the study. The results ofthe
responses to the questionnaire were analyzed and correlation techniques were used to
decide whether or not there was a statistically significant relationship among variables.
Description of the Setting
Data obtained from the National Association of Black School Educators (NABSE)
[1995], indicated that there were 215 African-American school superintendents serving in
the United States during the 1994-1995 school year. Due to this relatively small
population, an attempt was made to identify all African-American superintendents who
served from 1990-1995. Based on the listing obtained from NABSE and a subsequent
listing provided by Dr. Charles Moody, Sr., 215 questionnaires were mailed in January
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1996 to African-American superintendents. The survey was accompanied by a letter
giving instructions for the procedure to be followed in submitting the survey. Once the
surveys were returned, a return rate was calculated. When the analyses began during the
last week of January 1996, 80 questionnaires had been returned. A second survey was
mailed in February 1996 because ofthis low return rate. By the third week in February
1996, 115 surveys had been returned. The third effort of collecting data was the
telephone or personal interview.
Sampling Procedures
Hudson (1991) developed an instrument to determine how educators get top jobs.
The instrument examined many variables, four of which are congruent with the focus of
this study. They include: (1) education, (2) family and personal data, (3) career paths,
and (4) political factors (including formal and informal channels). Permission was
obtained from the University Press of America, Inc. to use Hudson's instrument (see
Appendix A). The first section of the questionnaire was designed to obtain work history
information and determine how superintendents first learned ofthe job (formal or informal
channels). The second section ofthe questionnaire is concerned with personal
background information about the school board and information about the students
serviced at the time of hiring.
Approximately 215 African-American superintendents were asked to participate in
the study. Of that number, 115 responded to the questionnaire. No specific criteria or
restrictions were used in choosing participants. Rather, data from all returned surveys
were used.
Working with Human Subjects
This study was conducted with information obtained from the superintendents'
databank ofNABSE. Subjects used in this study were informed in a cover letter that the
collected data would be used in a dissertation with their permission. Participants were
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asked to return the questionnaire within two weeks. Where anonymity was requested,
general, rather than specific data were reported.
Description of the Instrument
In order to collect data to determine how African-American superintendents
ascended to their positions, it was necessary to locate an instrument that would measure
factors affecting selection for the superintendency. A review of the literature revealed that
an instrument had been developed by Hudson (1991) that was applicable to this study.
The instrument was in the form of a questionnaire (see Appendix A). The questionnaire
consisted oftwo parts: the first, which contained twenty-three questions, asked for
information regarding work history and how the respondent learned about his/her current
job; the second, consisted oftwenty-nine questions which addressed the types of informal
assistance that the respondents may have had during their candidacy for the
superintendency. The survey questions required respondents to answer by checking the
appropriate response from a list. Space was also provided for responses not included in
the list.
Data Collection Procedures
Utilizing a list from NABSE (1995) of African-American superintendents serving
in the United States from 1990 to 1996, surveys were mailed with a stamped, self-
addressed envelope for respondents to return completed forms. Instructions for
completing the questionnaire were written on a cover sheet.
Statistical Applications
Reliability is concerned with stability and time. A reliable survey item conveys the
same meaning to different people at different times. Validity of a survey is concerned with
whether or not the selected item obtained the intended information. There was no reason
to field test the instrument used in this study in that reliability and validity had been
established by Hudson (1991).
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The data from the surveys were organized into two sections. The first section was
a description ofthe sample from the demographic data and the second section was a
quantitative analysis ofthe findings. The samplings were described using basic descriptive
statistics such as mean, frequency, percentages, and cross tabulations.
After analyzing the data, the procedures were presented in a carefully detailed
manner. The findings, conclusions, and recommendations were presented in a fashion that
would stimulate additional research as well as serve as a career path model for aspirants of
the position.
Summary
This Chapter explained the methodology and procedures that were used for
examining the ascendancy patterns of African-American superintendents in the United
States. Permission was obtained by the researcher to use an instrument developed by
Hudson (1991). The research methods and procedures were quantitative and were
statistically analyzed by using the mean, frequency, percentages, and cross tabulations to
make predictions about the specified population as it related to the ascendancy patterns of
African-American superintendents. Strict confidentiality was maintained throughout the
analysis of responses to the questionnaire.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
This chapter presents an analysis ofthe data obtained from the questionnaire
returned by 115 African-American superintendents who served between 1990 and 1996.
As explained in Chapter 1, the purpose of the study was to determine the ascendancy
patterns of African-American superintendents serving during this specific time period in
terms of selected variables.
The instrument used to collect data was a 52-item survey questionnaire that was
formulated by Mildred Hudson in 1991. The instrument was mailed to 215 African-
American superintendents who served between 1990 and 1996. There were 115
respondents or a 53.4 percent return rate.
In determining the ascendancy patterns of African-American superintendents, there
were five guiding research questions:
(1) What selected personal factors affect the ascendancy of African Americans
to the superintendency?
(2) What selected educational factors affect the ascendancy of African
Americans to the superintendency?
(3) What selected career factors affect the ascendancy of African Americans to
the superintendency?
(4) What selected political factors affect the ascendancy of African Americans
to the superintendency?
(5) Does the composition ofthe board of education affect the ascendancy of
African Americans to the superintendency?
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Table 3 displays demographic data relative to the responding 115 African-American
superintendents who served between 1990 and 1996.
TABLE 3
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA OF SAMPLE OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN
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Variable Male Female Total
N % N % N %








Ofthe respondents, 94 or 82.7% were male and 21 or 18.3% were female. The ages of
the respondents ranged from 40 to 69 years of age. Of the 84 males responding to this
item, 65 or 77.3% were between the age of45 and 59 while the 19 females responding, 10
or 52.6% were between 50 and 59 years of age. This represents a total of 72.8% who
were between the ages of 45 and 59.
Data from table 3 on the highest educational level of respondents shows that
doctoral degrees were held by 81.7% ofthe superintendents. Ofthe male respondents,
84% held doctoral degrees while 15 out ofthe 21 female respondents (71.4%) held
doctoral degrees. Ofthe remaining respondents, 14.8% had earned a specialist degree
while 3.5% held a masters degree.
The annual income of African-American superintendents, as indicated on table 3,
ranged from $40,000 to $90,000 and above, with 62.5% ofthe respondents earning
$90,000 and above. Of the 115 respondents, only one or .9% reported earning less than
$50,000 and one or .9% reported earning between $60,000 and $69,000. The remaining
113 or 98.2% earned $70,000 or above.
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The religious preference indicated by 99 or 91.7% of the respondents was
Protestant. There were 6 or 5.6% who indicated that they were Catholic along with 2 or
1.7% who indicated that they were Jewish and 1 or .9% indicated other.
Data from table 3 related to the educational background of the parents of the
respondents revealed that 64 or 58.2% ofthe fathers had less than a high school education
while 48 or 45.3% of the mothers had less than a high school education. The data further
revealed that 17 or 15.4% of the fathers had completed college or received a graduate
degree while 29 or 26% ofthe mothers had achieved this same level of educational
accomplishment. The number of parents receiving high school diplomas was almost
equally distributed with fathers earning 29 or 26.4% and mothers earning 28 or 26.4%.
These data indicate that most mothers ofthe responding African-American
superintendents had a higher level of educational preparedness than their fathers with that
level being high school, college, and graduate school.
Occupational data for the parents of the respondents show that professional or
white collar jobs were held by 31 or 34.4% of fathers and 26 or 24% were held by
mothers. Blue collar (12) and laborer (30) represented the occupations of 61.2% of the
fathers. The mothers had job classifications consisting ofblue collar 3 or 3.1%, laborer 15
or 15.2%, domestic 17 or 17.7%, and housewife 33 or 34.4%. One mother and two
fathers were listed as business owners. Two mothers and two fathers were indicated as
having an occupation other than the aforementioned ones. Of the total respondents, 21
listed no occupation for fathers and 19 listed no occupation for mothers.
Table 4 presents demographic data relative to employment and residential status at
the time that the African-American superintendents were hired. The employment status of
109 or 94.7% of the respondents reflected that they were currently employed at the time
that they were hired for the position of superintendent. The remaining 6 or 5.3% were
unemployed and actively seeking a position.
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TABLE 4
ANALYSIS OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN SUPERINTENDENTS' EMPLOYMENT
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Twenty-nine or 25.2% indicated that they were hired from within the school district
(insiders) in contrast to 86 or 74.7% who were outsiders. Additionally, 52 or 45.2% of
the respondents at some point in time, resided in the school district or a surrounding
school district. Interestingly, 46 or 88.4% of this group were males in contrast to 6 or
28.6% ofthe females who received jobs in the school district in which they lived.
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Table 5 displays data relative to the procedures used by African-American
superintendents to obtain their positions.
TABLE 5
JOB PROCUREMENT METHODS EMPLOYED BY AFRICAN-AMERICAN
SUPERINTENDENTS SERVING BETWEEN 1990 AND 1996
Variable Male Female Total
N % N % N
Appointed by School Board






























The survey reveals that 112 or 97.4% of African-American superintendents were
appointed to their position by the Board of Education for the school district. Three or
2.6% were elected by popular vote. Of the male respondents, 91 ofthe 94 were appointed
while all 21 of the female respondents received their position through appointments.
Table 6 presents data relative to the different ways that African-American
superintendents learned ofjob openings. The survey presented 19 ways that African
Americans were likely to learn ofjob openings. As noted in table 6, there are two
methods which were the most prevalent ways of learning ofjob openings. Thirty-three or
28.6% ofthe respondents reported that they learned of the availability of their job through
a search committee. This occupational resource constitutes a formal channel for
consideration of employment. The second most prevalent mode reported by 31 or 26.9%
of the respondents was through other superintendents which represents an informal
channel. Information from school board members accounted for 14 or 12.2% learning of
job openings. Table 6 further reveals that African-American superintendents were least
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likely to have used a State Education Department employee as an information resource.
When combining the percentages of newspaper (7.4) and professional journals (8.3) along
with search committee consultant (28.6), table 6 reveals that 44.3 percent of the
occupational resources are distributed through formal channels.
TABLE 6
FORMAL AND INFORMAL JOB CONTACTS UTILIZED BY AFRICAN-
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Table 7 displays demographic data relative to the informal assistance and political
influence received by African-American superintendents. Ofthe 115 respondents, 84 or
73.0% reported that they did not have knowledge of the job before the announcement was
made. As to knowledge ofjob from personal contact, 79 or 68.7 percent ofthe
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population responded to this item. Table 7 further notes that 59 or 74.7 percent of the
respondents indicated that they had been personally contacted about the position.
According to the data presented in table 7, persons affiliated with public school
districts accounted for 48.6 percent of the job contacts for African-American
superintendents. Only 3 or 4.2 percent of the respondents indicated that they were
contacted by a person affiliated with government services.
TABLE 7
ANALYSIS OF INFORMAL ASSISTANCE AND POLITICAL INFLUENCES
RECEIVED BY AFRICAN-AMERICAN SUPERINTENDENTS
Variable
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According to the data presented in table 7, persons affiliated with public school
districts accounted for 48.6 percent of the job contacts for African-American
superintendents. Only 3 or 4.2 percent of the respondents indicated that they were
contacted by a person affiliated with government services.
There were 43 or 51.8 percent ofthe respondents who indicated that they were
contacted on employment by someone in an official capacity. In contrast, there were 33
or 39.8 percent ofthe respondents contacted concerning employment by a person in an
unofficial capacity. Of the contact persons, 65 or 78.3 percent were male. Table 7 also
reveals that only African American (50.6%) and Caucasian (49.4%) quite equally
participated in the job contact process for selecting African-American superintendents.
These data indicate that the educational political processes are dominated by both African
American and Caucasian males.
Table 8 presents the demographics for the school boards and students in the school
districts during the term ofthe respondents' employment. Ofthe 115 respondents, table 8
shows that 64 or 55.6% of African-American superintendents were hired by boards with
10 to 12 members.
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TABLE 8
DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE DISTRICT RELATIVE TO THE SCHOOL BOARD AND
STUDENTS AT THE TIME AFRICAN AMERICANS WERE HIRED
Variable
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N % N % N
































































































































Forty-one or 35.7% of the respondents were hired by boards with 7 to 9 members, one or
.9% were hired in a district with 3 or fewer board members, and three or 12.6% were
hired by boards with fifteen or more members.
With the exception oftwo school boards, consisting of all African Americans, all
113 ofthe school boards were multiracial. Sixty-nine or 60.5% worked for boards
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constituted of only African Americans and Caucasians. Interestingly, female
superintendents worked only for boards made up of African Americans, Caucasians, and
Asians. School boards which included Hispanics had no African-American female
superintendents.
Table 8 further shows that of the 84 respondents to this item, 69 or 82.1% were
Protestant, thirteen or 15.5% were Catholic and 2 or 2.4% were Jewish. Twenty-five
African-American superintendents gave no answer to this question while 8 listed other as
their choice.
With respect to the gender makeup ofthe school boards, 65 or 56.5% of the
respondents worked with boards that consist of4 to 6 male members; 39 or 33.9% had
from 1 to 3 males; 1 or .9% had no males, while 2 superintendents were hired in districts
with 15 or more male members. One board, which consisted of all female members, hired
a female superintendent. It is noteworthy that one school board which consisted of 13-15
males also hired a female superintendent.
Table 8 also shows that the size of school districts employing African-American
superintendents ranged from 501 to over 70,000. However, the largest number (68) of
African-American superintendents occurred in the 501-10,000 range. There was an equal
number (11) occurring at the 10,000-20,000 range and the over 70,000 range. The latter
group included one female African-American superintendent.
The racial composition ofthe students where there were African-American
superintendents encompassed a mixture of African Americans and all other ethnic groups.
Forty two or 37.1% served in districts that were a mixture of all ethnic groups. There
were no school districts composed entirely of one racial group.




LENGTH OF SERVICE OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN SUPERINTENDENTS























































The data relative to length of service presented in table 9 indicated that 43 or 38.3
percent ofthe respondents had been in their present position of superintendent from 2 to 3
years. Only 6 ofthe 112 respondents had occupied this position for 10 years or more. It
is noteworthy that 93 or 83 percent of the sample had served between 1 and five years.
Therefore, the mobility rate ofthe superintendent's position suggests that it is a high risk
job.
Table 10 shows demographic data on the majority student population relative to
race at the time the African-American superintendents were hired. Ofthe 115 African-
American superintendents responding to the survey, 108 provided data on the student
population oftheir districts. The data showed that 68 or 63 percent of the respondents
served in districts where the dominant student population was African-American. In




STUDENT POPULATION OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS HEADED BY AFRICAN-
AMERICAN SUPERINTENDENTS FROM 1990-1996
Variable
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Table 11 displays demographic data relative to the organizations with which
African-American superintendents responding to the survey were affiliated. The samples
for this study was derived from a membership roster by the National Association of Black
School Educators (NASBE). Therefore, it is safe to assume that 100 percent of the
respondents were affiliated with this organization. Data presented in table 11 reveal that
the second most frequently joined organization is the American Association of School
Administrators (AASA) and the most widely joined civic organization is the Rotary Clubs
with 49 members or 42.6 percent membership. Additionally, the data presented in table 11
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indicate that 74.6 percent ofthe respondents served on committees with various
organizations.
TABLE 11
ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATIONS OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN
SUPERINTENDENTS SERVING FROM 1990-1996
Variable Male Female Total
N % N % N %
Professional Organizations
American Association of School
Administrators
National Education Association
National Association of Secondary
School Principals 36 31.3 5 4.3 41 35.6
National Association ofElementary
School Principals 27 23.4 8 6.9 35 30.8
National Association ofBlack
School Principals 29 25.2 7 6.0 36 34.3
National Association ofWomen
Deans, Administrators and
Counselors 27 23.4 4 3.4 31 26.9
State Association of State
Superintendents 34 29.5 9 7.8 43 37.3
State Association of Secondary





























































































































This research was based on a survey mailed to 215 African-American
superintendents including superintendents serving in January 1996 and those who had
served in that position between 1990 and 1995. The research instrument, from which the
results were analyzed in this Chapter, was a 52-item questionnaire which drew a 53.4
percent return rate of 115 respondents.
The data from the survey was presented in nine tables. The tables were designed
to display the findings ofthe study relative to the following variables: personal factors,
educational factors, career factors, political factors, and composition of board of
education.
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Several findings were extrapolated from the data from the returned surveys. The
following are particularly noteworthy:
(1) Eighty-one percent of the respondents held doctoral degrees.
(2) Ninety-one percent of the respondents were Protestant.
(3) Thirty-one percent of the respondents headed school districts where the
majority student population was Caucasian.
(4) Sixty-two percent of the African-American superintendents earned $90,000
or more per year.
(5) Ninety-seven percent of the respondents were appointed to their position.
(6) One hundred five or 91.3 percent ofthe respondents were hired by school
boards consisting of 7 to 12 members.
(7) Ninety-four or 81.7 percent ofthe respondents were male while 21 or 18.3
percent were female.
(8) Sixty-eight or 61.8 percent of the respondents were hired by school
districts that served between 501 and 10,000 students.
(9) Only 2 African Americans were hired by an all African-American school
board while 69 or 60.5 percent were hired by an African-American and
Caucasian school board.
(10) African-American and Caucasian males predominantly participated in job
contact behaviors.
Chapter VI summarizes the methods and procedures of the research. Additionally,
the Chapter makes implications, draws conclusions, and makes recommendations that are
believed helpful to African-American aspirants to the superintendency.
CHAPTER VI
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
African-American superintendents constitute only one percent of the 16,500
superintendents in school districts throughout the United States. Yet, the total population
of African Americans in the U.S. is approximately 30 million or 12 percent of the
population. The disparity in these statistics give rise to a concern as to what factors could
account for the under-representation of African Americans as superintendents. This study
was undertaken to examine the ascendancy patterns of African Americans to the
superintendency.
In preparing the reader to better understand the study, this Chapter presents the
outcome of the research study in four sections: findings, conclusions, implications, and
recommendations.
In Chapter One, the study placed the problem in perspective and further provided
those elements that were significant to the topic investigated. The variables were
identified and research questions to guide the study were posed.
Chapter Two reviewed and discussed the literature relative for background
information on the African-American superintendent. The literature review examined the
historical perspective ofthe superintendency, including the most recent as well as classical
works on African-American superintendents. Clearly the literature addressed the myriad
of issues that paralyze African-American superintendents while in office. In addition, the
literature identified those practices and societal behaviors which make it difficult for
African Americans to access the superintendency.
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The Third Chapter presented the operational definition of specific terms and listed
the variables guiding this research. The dependent variable was the ascendancy patterns of
African-American superintendents and the five independent variables were: (1) personal
factors, (2) educational factors, (3) career factors, (4) political factors, and (5) school
board composition. Finally, the chapter presented assumptions and limitations ofthe
study.
In Chapter Four, the methodology and procedures used for investigating the
ascendancy patterns of African-American superintendents were presented. The
instrument, a questionnaire survey developed by Mildred Hudson (1991) was used to
survey African-American superintendents meeting this criteria. The researcher obtained
permission to use the instrument from the University Press of America, Inc. Finally,
statistical data was encoded using the Statistical Package ofthe Social Science (SPSS).
In Chapter Five, data were obtained from 115 respondents and analyzed in terms
of the questions posed.
This research sought to answer the following questions:
1) What selected personal factors affect the ascendancy of African Americans
to the superintendency?
2) What selected educational factors affect the ascendancy of African
Americans to the superintendency?
3) What selected career factors affect the ascendancy of African Americans to
the superintendency?
4) What selected political factors affect the ascendancy of African Americans
to the superintendency?
5) Does the composition of the board of education affect the ascendancy of
African Americans to the superintendency?
Chapter Six summarized the findings of this study and presents conclusions,
implications, and recommendations based on the research findings.
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Summary of Findings
The following are the findings which resulted from an item by item analysis using
frequency and percentages.
1. Of the personal variables investigated, three (gender, age, religious
preference) produced a noticeable trend with regard to the ascendancy
patterns of African Americans to the superintendency. The data revealed
that a much higher percentage of men, 81.7%, are superintendents in
comparison to women who occupy only 18.3% of these positions. For
both of these groups, however, the majority, 74.8%, are between the ages
of 45 and 59. The aspirants' religious preference was largely Protestant at
91.7 percent. Additionally, the data revealed that the respondents' mothers
(42.8%) were more educated than the fathers (32.8%) when considering a
high school diploma or above.
2. Educational factors seem to play an important role in the ascendancy
patterns of African Americans to the superintendency. The study revealed
that 84 percent of African-American males and 71.4 percent of African-
American females held doctoral degrees. This contrasts with Hudson's
(1991) finding that 45 percent of males and 33.4 percent of females held
doctoral degrees. Only one percent reported having only a bachelors'
degree.
3. Selected career factors tend to be relevant to the ascendancy patterns of
African Americans to the superintendency. The research data revealed that
approximately 95 percent ofthe respondents were currently employed at
the time oftheir hiring for the superintendent's position. The 26.5 percent
of African-American males and 38 percent of African-American females
hired from within the school district sharply contrasted with Hudson's
(1991) study which showed 51.2 percent males and 33.3 percent females as
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hired from within the district. The data further revealed that 97.4 percent
of African-American superintendents were appointed by school boards in
comparison with 2.6 percent who were elected. It is noted that most of the
country no longer use the electoral process for superintendents.
4. The selected political factors seem to play a role in the ascendancy patterns
of African Americans to the superintendency. Ofthe respondents who said
that they were contacted for employment, 78 percent indicated that the
contact person was male. When inquiring about the race of the contact
person, the findings showed an almost equal distribution between the races
with the job contact person being African American 50.6 percent ofthe
time and Caucasian 49.4 percent of the time. This finding differs from
Hudson's (1991), which reported job contacts from African Americans at
56.3 percent and from Caucasians at 43.7 percent. This represents a 5.7
percent change in both categories. It is noteworthy that the survey showed
a 14.4 percent decrease in the number of males who were superintendents
of school districts with a majority African-American student population,
while showing an increase of male African-American superintendents of
school districts with a diverse student population. The data reported for
African-American female superintendents were reversed, showing a 65
percent rate for females serving districts with a majority of African-
American students. This represents a 15 percent increase when compared
to Hudson's (1991) study.
5. Data on the composition of school boards indicates that African-American
superintendents were hired by racially diverse school boards (98.2%).




The findings of this study clearly identified some important elements in the
ascendancy pattern of African Americans to the superintendency. The following are the
conclusions which were derived from the findings of this study and are presented as
responses to the research questions:
1. For this sample of African-American superintendents who served between
1990 and 1996, age, gender, and religious preference seemed to have an
appreciable influence on ascendancy to the superintendency. African-
American superintendents were more likely to be male, between the age of
45 and 59, and Protestant.
2. Just over 81% of the African-American superintendents serving between
1990 and 1996 held a doctoral degree, suggesting that candidates who hold
a terminal degree are more likely to be successful in accessing the
superintendency.
3. Boards of education were more likely to hire individuals who were
currently employed, who lived outside of the school district, and who had
held positions as superintendent, assistant superintendent, or principal.
Principals were far more likely to be hired than central office
administrators.
4. The overwhelming majority of African-American superintendents, 97.4
percent, were appointed to the position while a minuscule 2.6 percent were
elected to the position. Both African-American and Caucasian males,
seemingly played a dominant role in the selection process for
superintendents, with African-American males having greater access to
advance knowledge and personal contacts for job openings than their
female counterparts.
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5. African-American superintendents were more likely to be hired by school
boards comprised of seven to twelve members. These boards were largely
racially diverse and dominated by women.
Implications
The findings and conclusions of this research point to the following implications:
1 African-American males between the age of 45 and 59, who are Protestant
have a better chance of ascending to the superintendency than African-
American females with the same characteristics.
2. The mothers' educational level, it appears, influences the ascendancy levels
of the child.
3. African-American aspirants to the superintendency ofboth genders should
pursue or hold a doctoral degree to improve their chances of being
successful in this quest.
4. Serving as an assistant superintendent or principal appeared to be
advantageous in the quest for ascendancy to the superintendency by
African Americans.
5. It is important for African-American aspirants to network extensively.
6. African Americans are now more likely than in the past to be hired by
racially diverse school boards. Opportunities for African Americans to
become superintendents in ethnically diverse school districts have increased
dramatically since 1991 when Hudson reported her findings. Aspirants
must possess socialization skills and cultural diversity.
Recommendations
The findings ofthis research lead'to the following recommendations for African
Americans aspiring to ascend to the superintendency:
1. Female aspirants should focus on those factors that determine qualification
for the superintendency. Furthermore, they should participate in
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internships, align themselves with mentors in the field, and obtain
membership in those professional and social organizations that enhance the
prospect for appointment.
2. Doctoral programs for African Americans aspiring for educational
leadership should include curricula which focus on the development of
managerial and networking skills. These curricula should also address the
need to develop a keen sense of awareness ofthe cultural diversity of
populations of school districts.
3. Aspirants should gain experience in educational leadership and plan a
personal career path which includes serving as principal and assistant
superintendent prior to seeking the superintendency.
4. Increased awareness ofjob opportunities for the superintendency can be
achieved through involvement in local, state, and regional educational
conferences along with membership in professional organizations. There
should be an active seeking of office and committee appointments at the
local, state, and national levels.
5. Aspirants should develop personal models for ascendancy to the
superintendency through their own research and the research of others.
6. Future doctoral students should enhance this study by participating in
qualitative research.
7. Research on the superintendency needs to be fortified with data from more
rigorous quantitative studies.
8. More research studies should investigate race as a factor in school board
selection of superintendents.
Table 12 displays the most dominant variables that emerged from the research
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The research indicated that African-American
men are more likely to be selected as
superintendent.
African Americans with doctoral degrees are
more likely to ascend to the superintendency.
African-American outsiders are more likely to
be selected as superintendent.
African Americans are more likely to head
districts with a student population between 501
and 10,000.
Professional networking appears to be the most
favorable networking variable.
African-American males are more likely to use
the networking technique than African-
American females.
African Americans are usually hired by boards
that consist of 7 to 12 members. Additionally,
these boards are largely racially diverse.
Summary
This study continuously focused on the ascendancy patterns of African-American
superintendents who either served during 1996 or who had served from 1990 to 1995.
The findings, as reported in Chapter Six, referred to the five previously stated research
questions. The findings, implications, and conclusions led the researcher to the
aforementioned eight recommendations. It is hoped that these recommendation lead to
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improving the pathways of African-American men and women en route to the
superintendency.
As the research showed, there has been an appreciable improvement in the
ascendancy of African Americans to the superintendency; however, the conditions and
expectations of equity in the hiring practices for this position have not yet been fulfilled.
Along with Title VII, the Civil Rights Act, and other Affirmative Action policies
concerning fair hiring practices, this research sought to add to the literature that promotes





This section ofthe questionnaire asks questions about your woik history and seeks to learn how you first
heard about your currentjob.
Instructions: Please check or fill in the answers that best describe you or what you have done.
1. Were you employed at the time you first learned that your presentjob was or would be available?
a. Yes b. No
2. Were you looking for a job at the time you first learned that your present job was or would be
available?
a. Yes b. No
3. Before assuming your present job, did you work for the same school district in some other position?
a. Yes b. No
4. Before you accepted your present job, did you ever reside in the immediate or surrounding school
district? a. Yes b. No
Ifno, in what city and state did you reside immediately before accepting your presentjob?
City State
5. How many years have you held your present job?
Number ofyears:
6. To the best ofyour knowledge, how many people sent in resumes, applications and letters of
inquiry about the job you now hold?
a- None b. 1-25 c. 26-50 d. 51-75
e- 76-100 f. 101-200 g. 201-300 h. over300
7. To the best ofyou knowledge, ofthose people how many were interviewed by the school board?
a. None b. 1-5 c. 6-10 d. 11-15
e. 16-20 f over 21
8. Approximately how many months elapsed from the time you first learned that yourjob was or
would be available until the time you officially applied for yourjob?
a- Lessthan 1 month b. 1-3 monthsc. 4-6 months
d. 7-9 months e. 10 or more months
9. Did you know that yourjob would be available prior to the time it was officially announced by the
school board?
a. Yes b. No
10. What was the job title ofthe position you held immediately before accepting your presentjob?
a. Superintendent b. Assistant Superintendent c. Central
Office Administrator d. Principal e. Other, please specify:
.appointed by the school board b._ elected by popular vote
11. Were you appointed to your presentjob or elected by popular vote?
12. People learn about job openings from many different sources. Listed below (letters
a-s) are some ofthe ways you may have first learned that your currentjob was or would be
available.
Instructions: Place a check next to the category that best describes how you first learned that your
presentjob was or would be available. Check only one ofthe categories:
I first learned that my presentjob was or would be available through a:
a. School Superintendent b. Job Search Consultant
c. School Board Member d. School Board Committee Member
e. County Education Department Employee f. State Education
Department Employee g. State Superintendents Association Employee h. National
Superintendents Association Employee i. Professor from College Years
j. Professional Acquaintance (not specified in a-i) k. Personal Friend (not specified in
a-j) l._Relative (not specified in a-k) m. Pamphlet or Fiver n. Newspaper
o.^^_Professional Journal p. College Placement Office q. Private
Employment Agency r._Public Employment Agency s. Other, please specify:
Instructions: Ifyou first heard about yourjob through a personal contact or anyone identified by letters
a-i, please answer questions 13 through 21 regarding your relationship with the person at the time she or
he first spoke with you about thejob possibility.
Ifyou first heard about yourjob through an official announcement, or letters m-s, skip questions 13-21
and continue with question 22.
Reminder: Questions 13-21 are concerned with the type ofrelationship you had with the person you
identified in question 12.
13. Ifnot already indicated in question 12, did you know the person prior to the time she or he spoke
with you about thejob possibility?
a. Yes b. No c. Relationship indicated in question 12
14. If not already indicated in question 12, what was thejob title ofthe person at the time she or he
spoke with you about the job possibility?
Job Title: Job title already indicated in question 12.
15. Ifnot already indicated in question 12, what type ofinstitution did the person work for at the time
she or he spoke with you about thejob possibility?
a. Public School b. College or University c. Private
Industry d. Government Service e. Religious Institution
f. Housewife g. Institution already indicated in question 12
h. other, please specify:
16. Did you first meet this person during the period in which you were a candidate for your presentjob?
a. Yes b. No
Ifno, at what period in your life did you first meet this person?
a. Early childhood or teenage years b. Undergraduate School Graduate
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School d.^__Duringthe first 5 years ofworking professionally e. 6-10 years of
working professionally f. 11-15 years ofworking professionally g, 16-20
years ofworking professionally h. After 20 years ofworking professionally
17. How often were you in contact with this person prior to the time she or he spoke with you about the
job possibility?
a- Never b. 1-3 times per year c. 4-6 times per year
d- 7-9 times per year e. 10 times or more per year
18. During the time the person spoke with you about thejob possibility, was she or he speaking in an
official or unofficial capacity?
a._^_Official capacity b. Unofficial capacity c. Both officially
and unofficially d. Other, please specify:
19. What is the sex ofthe person who spoke with you about thejob possibility?
a. Male b. Female
20. What is the racial/ethnic background ofthe person who spoke with you about thejob possibility?
a- Asian b. Hispanic c. Black d. White
e. Other, please specify:
21. To the best ofyour knowledge, what is the religious background ofthe person who spoke with you
about thejob possibility?
a.^__Protestant b. Catholic c. Jewish
d. None e. Other, please specify:
Instructions: Ifyou first learned about yourjob through someone other than a school board member or
someone on the school board committee, answer questions 22 and 23.
22. Did you know any members ofthe school board before you applied for your presentjob?
a. Yes b. No
Ifyes, what was your relationship^) with the person(s) at the time you applied for thejob? (Check
as many as apply.)
a- Friend b. Social acquaintance c. Professional
acquaintance d. AM ofthe above e. Other, please specify:
23. Now consider the school board committee (other than permanent members ofthe school board).
Did you know any school board committee members before you applied for yourjob?
a. Yes b. No
If yes, what was your relationship^) with the person(s) at the time you applied for thejob? (Check
as many as apply.)
a. Friend b. Social acquaintance c. Professional
acquaintance d. All ofthe above e. Other, please specify:
This ends the section on questions concerning your relationship with the person who spoke with you
about thejob possibility and information on people you may have known on the school board and
its committee.
PLEASE PROCEED TO THE NEXT SECTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
This section ofthe questionnaire is concerned with the types ofinformal assistance you may have
had during the period in which you were a candidate for the present job.
24. In the list below, place a check next to the three (3) most important people who gave you informal
assistance during the period in which you were a candidate for yourjob.
26.
.School Superintendent b. School Board Search Consultant
Board Member
d- School Board Committee Member (only ifnot a permanent School Board
Member) e. County Education Department Employee f. State
Education Department Employee g. State Superintendents' Association
Employee h._^National Superintendents' Association Employee i.
from College Years
k. Personal Friend (not specified in a-i)
School
in a-k) m. Relative (not specified in a-1)
Professional Acquaintance (not specified in a-i)




25. Ofthe three (3) people you identified in question 24, which one (1) ofthe three proved to be the
most helpful to you on an informal basis? (Check only one.)
a- b. c. d. e. f.
h._
n.
Concerning the three (3) people you identified in question 24, which ofthe following statements
would best explain how they were helpful on an informal basis? (Check as many as apply.)
a. filled in details about thejob that were not in the writtenjob descriptions.
b. filled in details about thejob that were unclear in the writtenjob
descriptions. c. gave me information about the chances ofmy being hired by
the school district d. elaborated on the strengths and weaknesses ofthe
school district e. offered me emotional support f. told me
about the personal likes and dislikes ofthose responsible for the hiring.
g.^__introduced me informally to some ofthose responsible for hiring,
id hd inominated or ad someone nominate me for the position.
_had influential contacts who worked on my behalf. j.




27. Ofthe statements you checked in question 26, which type ofinformation proved to be the most
helpful to you in the interviews for yourjob? (Check only one.)
a- b. c. d. e. f
g- h. i. j.
_
k.
28. Listed below are some ofthe organizations that school superintendents have frequently joined.
Place a check next to the organizations in which you have held or presently hold membership.
a. American Association ofSchool Administrators b. National
Education Association c. National Association ofSecondary School
Principals d. National Association ofElementary School Principals
_National Association ofBlack School Principals f. National
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Association ofWomen Deans, Administrators and Counselors g.
Association ofSchool Superintendents h. State Association of
State
Secondary School Principals i. State Association ofElementary School
Principals j. Chamber ofCommerce k. Rotary Clubs 1. Lions Clubs
29. Ofthe organizations you identified in question 28, did you ever serve on any committees in the
organizations?
a. Yes b. No
Ifthe answer is yes, in how many ofthe above organizations have you held a committee
appointment?
a. None b. 1-3 organizations c. 4-6 organizations
d. 7-9 organizations e. 10-12 organizations
30. Ofthe organizations you identified in question 28, did you ever hold an elected or appointed office
in the organizations?
a. Yes b. No
Ifyes, in how many ofthe above organizations have you held an elected or appointed office?
a. None b. 1-3 organizations c. 4-6 organizations
d. 7-9 organizations e. 10-12 organizations
Indicate the highest office you have held:
31. Did your membership(s) in any ofthe organizations) you identified in question 28 help you in any
way to secure your presentjob?
a. Yes b. No
Ifyes, place a check next to the organization that proved the most helpful.
a. b. c. d. e.
8- h- i- j. k.
This ends the section on your organizational affiliations. The final sections ask a few questions
about you and the school district where you are currently employed.
Instructions: For many people, personal background plays an important role in their choice of
occupations. This section is concerned with your personal background. Please check or fill in the
answers that best describe you.
32. In what year were you bom? 19
33. Your sex.
a. Male Female
34. Your religious background:
a. Protestant b. Catholic
d. None e. Other, please specify:.
Jewish
33. Your highest educational degree:
a. B.S./B.A. b. M.S./M.A. c. M.Ed. d. Ed.D./Ph.D.
36. From what school did you obtain your highest degree?
Name ofSchool:
State:
37. Your place ofbirth:
City:. State: Country:.
38. Your present annual income from your superintendent'sjob?
a. $10,000-19,000 b. $20,000-29,000 c. $30,000-
39,000 d. $40,000-49,000 e. $50,000-59,000
f $60,000-69.000 g. $70,000-79.000 h. $80,000-_ , .
89,000 i. $90,000 or above
39. Highest degree earned by your father?
a. less than a high school diploma
c. college degree d.
b. high school diploma
.graduate school degree
40. Occupation ofyour father:.
41. Highest degree earned by your mother?
a. less than a high school diploma b. high school diploma
c. college degree d. graduate school degree
42. Occupation ofyour mother:.
This ends the section about your personal background. The final few questions are concerned with
your local school board and the students you serviced at the time ofyour hiring.
43. How many members served on the school board at the time you were hired for your presentjob?
a. None b. 1-3 c. 4-6 d. 7-9 e. 10-12
f. 13-15 g. over 15
44. How many ofthe school board members were male at the time you were hired?
a. None b. 1-3 c. 4-6 d. 7-9 e. 10-12
f. 13-15 g. over 15
45. What were the ethnic or racial backgrounds ofthe school board members at the time you were
hired? (Check as many as apply.)
a. Asian b. Hispanic c. Black d. White
e. Other, please specify:
46. Ofthe school board members you identified in question 46, which group constituted a majority of
the school board at the time you were hired? (Check only one.)
a. Asian b. Hispanic c. Black d. White
e. Other, please specify:
47. Ofthe school board members identified in question 46, what were the religious backgrounds ofthe
board members at the time you were hired? (Check as many as apply.)
a. Protestant b. Catholic c. Jewish
e.hd. None Other, please specify:
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48. Ofthe school board members identified in question 46, which group constituted a majority ofthe
school board at the time you were hired? (Check as many as apply.)
a. Protestant b. Catholic c. Jewish
d. None e. Other, please specify:
49. Approximately how many students did your school district serve at the time you were hired?
Number ofstudents:
50. What were the ethnic or racial backgrounds ofthe students at the time you were hired? (Check as
many as apply.)
a- Asian b. Hispanic c. Black d. White
e. Other, please specify: ^___
51. Ofthe students you identified in question 51, which group ofstudents constituted a majority of
students in the school district?
»■ Asian b. Hispanic c. Black d. White
e. Other, please specify:
Which group ofstudents constituted the second largest majority in the school at the time you were
hired?
*■ Asian b. Hispanic c. Black d. White
e. Other, please specify:
This is the end ofthe survey. Enclosed is a self-addressed envelope for you to return the
questionnaire. Please indicate below ifyou would like to know the results ofthe study.
Yes, I would like the results ofthe study.
_No, I would not like the results ofthe study.
Thank you very much for your cooperation and time.
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Appendix B
Letter to University Press of America
Ms. Kelly Rogers
University Press of America
New York, New York
Dear Ms. Rogers:
I am a doctoral student at Clark Atlanta University which is located in Atlanta, Georgia. I
am proposing a dissertation on the Ascendancy Patterns of African-American
Superintendents in the Southeastern United States during the 1993-94 school year. Dr.
Mildred Hudson's book, "How Educators Get Top Jobs" 1991, is significant to my study.
I, therefore, respectfully request permission to use her survey which is outlined in the
appendix. In addition, ifyou have any other materials on African-American
superintendents that will enhance my study, please forward them to me.
Thanks for your cooperation, and I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
William R. Shepherd
August 22, 1995—Permission granted to use this
survey for your dissertation, gratis, please cite
Copyright 1991 by University Press of America in
your credit line. Should you decide to publish your
dissertation, you will need to reclear this permissic
again. Thank .you^fer your interest.
Kelly L. Rogers, Manager
Subsidiary Rights & Permissions
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Appendix C
Cover Letter to Superintendents
Dear Superintendent:
As a doctoral student at Clark Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, I am in the process of
presenting a proposal regarding the career ascendancy of African-American
superintendents in the United States: 1990 -1996.
In order to complete my research, it is necessary for me to gather data from
African-American superintendents. I respectfully request your assistance in responding to






Letter of Appreciation to Superintendents
Dear Superintendent:
On May 20 1996,1 successfully completed a doctoral program in Educational
£ToScTn^t Atl,r urrshy-As you™>^T^L^s
For your information, I have enclosed an abstract and copy ofmy finds.
ctnt',1 fm m°St appredative ofy°ur time'y ^Ponse and I remain deeply indebted If I
can assist you in any manner, please let me know.
Sincerely,
William R. Shepherd, Ed.D.
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Appendix E
Letter to Charles Moody
Dear Dr. Moody:
As a doctoral student at Clark Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, I am in the process of
presenting a proposal regarding the career ascendancy of African-American
superintendents in the United States: 1990 - 1996.
I am very familiar with your work as an author, and the founder and leader of the NABSE.
It is my opinion that you possess a wealth of knowledge and experience regarding the
career patterns of African-American superintendents. According to Dr. Alonzo Crim, you
are deemed the foremost authority in this arena.
I respectfully request your assistance and support in the completion of my research. At
your earliest convenience, please grant an interview and forward a complete roster of






Thank You Letter to Charles Moody
Dr. Charles S. Moody
6061 Fleming Building
503 Thomas Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1340
Dear Dr. Moody:
I recently received the materials that you sent me for completing my dissertation. I am
extremely grateful for your immediate response. Your dissertation and articles will be
invaluable resources to my research.
Dr. Alonzo Crim and Dr. John Blackshear agree that you are without peers on the topic of
African-American superintendents. What I have quickly learned is that you are among the
upper echelon of mentors and encouragers. Your openness and supportive spirit are quite
refreshing. I am indeed impressed and appreciative ofthe support you gave me.
Again, I extend you an overwhelming thanks and I am sincerely hoping that you and your
family experienced joyful holidays. Happy New Year and may you continue to render
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